Technology Solutions as a Service

Complete IT Solutions That Accelerate Business Results

Information technology is critical to the success of every company,

TSaaS Benefits

and the demand to leverage the latest IT capabilities for business
advantage shows no signs of ever letting up. For IT organizations,

Gain expert guidance on the latest

this translates to a continuous cycle of selecting and deploying the

IT technology that can help you

best solutions and support strategies for the business.

innovate, compete and operate
more efficiently
Make the most of your IT
investment with a combined
solution and services bundle that
targets your business success

However, the effectiveness of traditional acquisition and support
approaches

are

diminishing

in

the

new

IT

landscape.

Solution

complexity and cost, quick deployments, the time to develop an
internal support practice, and the need to reduce operational costs
can all be obstacles that IT organizations face when the business
requires fast adoption of new technology.

Respond quickly to new business
demands with rapid deployment

ATSG’s Technology Solutions as a Service (TSaaS) simplify IT by

and no operational burden

providing a complete, fully-managed solution that can be deployed

Cost-effective service model with

and delivering results quickly. TSaaS combines our leading cloud

minimal upfront investment and

and premises-based solutions with rediTech design and engineering

flexible payment options
Solutions are fully-managed
24x7xAlways to maintain high
availability and performance

services that target your business and IT objectives. We’ll then
provision and launch your solution, and our rediManage managed
services will provide all support. The entire solution is delivered as
a cost-effective service that aligns to your evolving business needs.

TSaaS Solutions
About ATSG

Our approach to helping companies leverage the power of IT sets us

ATSG is a global tech-enabled

apart. ATSG’s TSaaS portfolio includes:

managed services and solutions
company focused on innovative
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TSaaS Services
Unified Communications & Contact Center
Improve

employee

productivity

and

collaboration

with

customers

and

business

partners

using

the

latest

communications and customer experience solutions from Cisco and Microsoft. The experts at ATSG will design and
deploy a UC solution that targets your specific business needs, and then back it with the helpdesk and operational
support services that will drive results.

Management Solutions
Managing your environment is tough enough. Your team doesn’t need the added challenge of staying on top of your
management applications. ATSG leverages the knowledge gained from supporting tens of thousands of customer
devices and applications to provide management applications and that will improve your visibility, service levels
and workgroup efficiency. We’ll then support the applications so your teams can spend their time where they’re
needed the most.

Business Continuity
ATSG’s experienced team will provide, deploy and operate the resilient IT solution that enables your business to
perform from any location and at any time. From empowering the remote workforce to preparedness for disasters,
our portfolio of leading services and technologies contains everything you need to ensure the availability of
business services and your ability to serve customers.

rediCompany
Our all-in-one service provides all of the IT technology and security solutions needed to run your business within a
single, cost-effective bundle. ATSG’s experts will then manage your complete environment and provide expert IT
guidance so you can focus on the business.
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